BreachAlert

™

Keeping watch over your data.
To keep data safe across your supply chain,
you need to detect and fix breaches faster
BreachAlert continuously monitors the open, deep and Dark Web, alerting you in near real-time
of data breaches. It operates automatically, 24x7, so that you don’t need expert users or expensive
consultants.

BreachAlert is Cloud based, easy to set up and simple to use. Get instant alerts on your selected
channel and clear insights, so you can see past the noise to illiminate false positives, identify risk
and speed up response.

BreachAlert offers affordable subscription, fast results and powerful features like BreachMarker
and BreachResponse technologies. So, you can reduce data breach costs and get peace of mind in
just a few minutes.

Protect information and assets outside your network and across your supply chain

How BreachAlert works
BreachAlert is a secure Cloud-based SaaS solution that helps you identify external threats and breaches specific to your business.
The platform contains powerful features to give you digital risk protection for your information and assets: use BreachMarker to
watermark your data and protect it across your supply chain, understanding risk and attributing breaches confidently. Integrate
breach alerts into the heart of your SOC with BreachResponse; feature-rich API connectivity designed to speed remedial activities.

BreachAlert
•

Eliminate false positives and reduce clutter by searching for your
specific content. Create simple or complex targeted alerts to search for
your business data using keywords, email domains, login credentials, IP
Addresses, email addresses and account numbers.

•

Monitor open, deep and Dark Web sources for your data 24x7; like Tor
sites, IRC chatrooms, text repository sites like Pastebin and Ghostbin.

•

Be notified of threats or breaches appearing outside your perimeter by
SMS, email, Slack or API, within minutes of your data appearing on the
Dark Web.

•

Identify risk, remove noise and discover breaches sooner; saving time
and effort.

BreachMarker
•

Watermark your data to detect breaches across your data supply chain
by easily creating synthetic identities with automated email set up and
monitoring.

•

Detect breaches from 3rd party or partner systems and identify where
they took place using your synthetic identities.

•

Use simple keyword configuration to remove false positives and
approve trusted users.

•

Prevent data breaches from becoming full-scale cyber attacks; reducing
risk and cost.

BreachResponse
•

Use powerful BreachAlert API connectivity to integrate breach alert
details into SIEM systems, ITSM, or other IT applications.

•

Customise workflows to automate your response to data breaches
efficiently.

•

Remove false positives and identify high-risk breaches to active accounts quickly by understanding the types of users affected.

•

Gain insights and enforce cyber policies to improve security proactively.

•

Improve your SOC productivity through intelligent automation and give
your threat analysts space and time to focus on high-risk threats.

For more information or to request a demo:
Call +44

28 9082 6226, email sales@repknight.com or visit www.repknight.com

